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legislation
·will review
financial aid

Faculty strike

PC's Closed
for
~

talks reswne
despite recent
negotiations

•ll:::

Maintenance
and
Upgrading

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Staff report

The Minnesota State University
Student Association strongly opposes

Negotiations are at a standstill.
Faculty negotiators met with
representatives of Minnesota State
Colleges and Universities during
the weekend of Jan. 9, IO and 11.
No settlement was reached,
although
negotiation
teams
discussed the language of the
contracts and worked all weekend
attempting to settJe the dispute.
According to Bill tangen,
professor of foreign language,
MnSCU basically came to the
bargaining table with nothing to
offer.
According to an e-Olaii sent to
members of the Inter Faculty
Organization by David Abel,
president of the Inter Faculty
Organization based in St. Paul,
frustration is growing with every
failed atlempt to reach ·a settlement.
In December, MnSCU and
faculty members were working- ro
detennine a satisfactory economic
proposal. However, there were also
concerns regarding the language of
the contracts.
In the e-mail updale, Abel urged
those involved toward making a
choice. He wrote and explained the
two possible. paths of action.
One is to settle for the current
MnSCU offer. This offer wotl!d be
contingent upon administrii.tion's
freedom to use adjunct faculty, or
people brought in from various
pr0fessions having background in
the field, with no restrictions. Abel
said th.is offer is well below the

recommendations made by the H_jgher
Education Services Office regardirig
student financial aid.

In

Decembei-,

Higher Education

Setvices Council met and passed the 1998
Legislative Initiatives: Student Financial
Aid Recommendations.
HESO recommends the 1998
Mi_nnesota Legislature reinvest the
estimated $13.5 million resulting (rom
federal aid changes in the State Grant
Program.
Another part_of the proposal is that
the Assigned Student Responsibilities,
which now makes up 50 percent of the

recognized price of attendance, be reduced
to 48 percent in Fiscal Year 1999.
"We strongly oppose the reducing

of student responsibilities," said Frank
X. Viggiano, MSUSA executive director.
"By reducing the student share this
reduces the-budget overall."
Ile said that even though it sounds
good to reduce the students share, it would
hurl students at state universities
compared to private colleges.
This is because private Colleges cost
more than the universities and therefore
would receive more funding.
Assigned Student Responsibilities is
the amount of money students are required
to pay for their education. This amount is
half of what it costs to attend a school
in Minnesota.
'The infonnation that MSUSA has
provided is totally i!laccurate," said
Phil
Lewenstein,
director
·of
communications
and
legislative
services of HESO. ''.A.II students
benefit· and
gain
under
our
proposal."
Viggiano said these recommendations
were included in last year's legislation
and were turned down.
"HESO · is barking up the wrong
tree for this recommendation," Viggiano
said.
MSUSA wants to de-couple the State
Grant Program.

Go TO MSUSA, PAGE 7 ..
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Fifteen computers are currenUy not working In the Leaming Resources Center second
floor East Lab due to software problems making II difficult to find an open comp~er.

lab experiences delays
by Nathan Denny
STAFF. WRITER

For the past several days, 15 computers in the
Leaming R~sources Center's second-floor
computer lab have been down.
The lab is a well-used area for students and
there has been frustration expressed concerning
the lack of operating computers.
"It's really crowded in there," said Adam
Waldoch, a freshman who was using the lab to
complete homework.
With 15 compulers down, there is little space
for students to use the computers that are working.
"I certainly understand the frustration," said
Randy Kolb, Academic Computer Services
director. "We are trying to fix them, we just don't
have the solution yet."
Kolb went on to say Dave Wogen and Dan
Michaels, both with Academic Computer
Services, were . working on a solution to the
problem.
However, Kolb is optimistic.
"We are working on a solution to the problem

right now, and it could be solved within the hour,"
said Kolb on Friday afternoon.
Meanwhile, students who depend on the IBMcompatible computers in the lab are being forced
to wait while the solution is found.
'The problem that we're dealing with is in
Windows 95," Kolb said.
The difficulties are a result of the installation of
18 new computers in the lab. Though technicians
were able to get the new computers running
correctly, it resulted in some of the old computers
malfunctioning.
Due to confusion with the new ierver, the new
computers could not operate at the same time as
the old ones.The staff had to decide whether to
run 18 new ones or 12 old ones, according to
Kolb.
They chose to allow ·the ne~ compute.rs to
operate and to work on servicing the older
machines.
The older machines are currently out of order
and a section of the computer lab is· roped off to
keep students from using them.

~~l~~i:~;:u1~'.t~r }~ul;;::;~~
can choose to · support the
negotiating team, a choice which
~:~. ultimately lead to a fafulty
Committees will be meeting this
week to decide on a course of
action, which may include a request
for arbitration - each side would
present its offer and a neutral third
party would deterrajne the binding
outcome.

Foreign foods help support women's shelter
One evening in December last
The buffet has beeil donating
Great Dragon
year a customer at the Great
~/2\[l
since Dec. 21. The Great Dragon
Buffet donates
~:i~~~ ~1!:t w~~~e~s ~~~~v~~ I
business I ~~~~!~:~~~ m~~t~i~~~~- ~~ is
the buffet.. After finding out
"Nonnally we donate food Wang's first time owning a
leftovers to shelter from
they throw them away, she every night," said Bao Rong Wang, business.

i:

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

A St. Cloud restaurant has
shown that one suggestion can
make a world of difference in the
livis of many.

suggested they donate them to
where she Works at the Woman's
House.
The Woman's House is a
battered women's shelter that has
the capaci,ty to hold 20 women and
children.

owner and manager of Great
Dragon Buffet. "lt depends if the
Woman's House has the staff to
come over and pick it up."
Afterthebuffetcloses,stafffrom
the center bring their own containers
and transport the food.

Charlotte Haggard, women's
advocate for Woman's House, said
the buffet donates approximately 12
to 13 lbs. of food each time. Wang
said this averages out to $50 each
night and the buffet has donated
more than $300 since they started.
I I

There is only a verbal agreement
between the two businesses and the
buffet will receive a tax write-off on
the food donated. Haggard said the
center also benefits because the
extra food suI}plements their food
budget and saves money.
"We usually use the food from
the buffet for lunch the next day,"
Haggard said. '"Otherwise it is used
for snacks or for dinner that night."

Go TO FOOD, PAGE 4..
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CAMPUS & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Senior Week kicks
off for soon-to-be
graduates
Senior Week at SCSU will kick off
Tuesday, highlighted by a wor~shop on

Thursday.
Seniors are encouraged to register for

graduation, sign up with Career Services, find
ouc alx>ut the Senior Pledge Program and join
the hunt for the Senior Medallion.

·

.being a Senior Pledge Volunteer.
Wednesday, the booth will be set up again
and clue No. 2 can be picked up. From 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. Friday) the Senior Social 'will be
in Atwood Theatre Lounge.

The average for the month of January is 11
inches.
This foJlows the balmy month of
December in which the area received only
four inches of snowfall.

From· 3 to 4 p.m. there will be a workshop
titled, "Image is Everything -How to Control
YoufS" by Jane Wilger, a 1979 SCSU alumna.
Events and medallion clues will continue
through Th,ursday and Friday as well.
For more information on Senior Week,
contact the Alumni & Foundation Center at
255-3177.

Record number of
patients seen at St.
Cloud Hospital

From IO am. to 2 p.m. Tuesday, seniors

can stop by the booth that will be set up in
Atwood Memorial Center to visit with people
from the SCSU Foundation, Alumni
Association and Career Services. Also,
students can register for prizes and pick up
clue No. I to the medallion hunt.
From 4 to 7 p.m. Tuesday in the South
Voyageur Room, seniors can learn about

-Snowfall already at
monthly average
Old Man Winter is rallying in his battle
with El Nifio.
Snowfall for January through Saturday
was nearing 12 inches· for the St. Cloud area.

STATE

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Speak Out
11 a.m. in Atwood East
Lounge. The Student
Coalition Against Racism is
sponsoring the second
· Speak Out of the school year.

BGLADWee
BGiAD week iS sponsored
by the Women's Center.

WEDNESDAY
Women on Wednesday
Noon in the South
Voyageur Room of Atwood
Memorial Center.

Much older John
Glenn to venture
back into space
Space will be the final frontier
for John Glenn once again, now 77
years old.
Glenn, a participating member
of the American Association of
Retjred Persons, is schedl!led to go
into orbit on Oct. 8 in the space
shuttle DiScovery. The launch
comes 36 years after he became the
first American to orbit the Earth and
he has not been back in space since.
The biggest worries for Glenn
are the bone decalcification, muscle
atrophy and motion sickness that all
astronauts exp~rience while in
space.

THURSDAY
'Slingblade'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. The film .will also be
showing at the same time on
F~iday, Saturday aiid Sunday.

IN IIIsrORY•.•

Telemark Skiing clinic
6 p.m. at Powder Ridge.

Announcements
This whole week is Senior
Week starting Tuesday.
Included in the festivities is
the Senior Pledge Medallion
Hunt (see story in Campus
and Community briefs).
·

To submit information for the
events . calendar, mail it to
University Chronide, 13 Stewart

Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
News .... ... ............................. .3-7
Commentary/Opinion ... ...... 8/9
Sports ... ................................. 11
Diversions ............................. 15
·classifieds .............................. 18

SL Cloud Hospital has seen a 7.3 percent
increase in patient census during the last year.
This is the largest increase in patient
census seen in the last decade. The facility .is
licensed to maintain 480 beds for patient care;
however hospital officials say realistically
they can safely support only i90 beds.
Officials also say they have no clear idea
why so many people are being seen there.
They suspect it' may be because the hospital

CoRRECTIONS
University Chronicle
will
correct any errors reported in its
pages. If you see an error that
needs to be addressed, send it to
University Chronicle, Stewart
Hall, room 13.

functions as a regional facility and because
people may have b~n · trying to meet
insurance requiremen'ts before the year
ended.
While the growth in numbers. has
continued through this month, officials
believe the numbers have peaked, but may
stay high throughout I998.
·
The biggest impact has been on staffing.
Additional staff members were hired this fall
but not enough to fully accommodate the
increases.
The completion of a new 22,600 foot
Behavioral Health Clinic in February will
provide more room, but most of that space
will be used by the Central Minnesota Heart
Center located in the ·hospital.
Doctors say the increase in cardiac
patients is due to a higher incidence of heart
disease in Central Minnesota, an increase in
the number of older people and an increase in
heart disease awareness.

& NATION BRIEFS

Astronauts lose bone mass in
weightlessness, a condition much
like osteoporosis on earth, and their
hearts and other muscles weaken in
orbit, much like the muscles of
people confined to bed.

Plans for
commuter rail
pick up steam
The Minnesota Trade and
Economic
Development
Department has proposed setting
up a commuter rail demonstration
project along 18 miles of existing
tracks, from Hastings to St. Paul.
Last year, the state legislature
allocated $ I million for the
Minnesota
Transportation

Department to evaluate 19
potential commuter rail routes in
the Twin Cities area.
The public was turned on to
the commuter rail last summer,
when
Flexliner,
a
train
manufactured by Daimler-Benz of
Germany, was brought to the
Twin Cities for a three-day
demonstration.

Baseball teams
sue to halt probe
The Mihnesota Twins, the
Milwaukee Brewers, and the
American and National leagues
filed suit Friday to try to halt a
month-old
investigation
by
Minnesota Attorney General
Hubert ·Humphrey ID into possible

violations of state antitrust laws by
baseball owners.
Also, Twins President Jerry
Bell formally rejected a request
from the Metropolitan Sports
Facilities Commission that team
owner Carl
Pohlad
suspend
negotiations to sell the Twins to
North Carolina businessman Don
Beaver.
The flurry of litigation and
threatened litigation demonstrates
the pressure that local officials are
beginning to put on the Twins to
stay in Minnesota.
Humphrey's investigation does
not allege that baseball owners
violated any laws. But his inquiry
could lead to a civil lawsuit directly
challenging the business monopoly
run jointly by the 30 major league
teams.
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ArtN's exhibit reflec5

sod?l problems

Olson, who listens to rap, described
Shakur as a shy child who was into poetry.

Artist Steve Olson
opens his latest art
show in Gallery

"As Tupac fqund success through his

gangster image, it took over his life and ·
eventually lalled him," Olson said. "This
tragedy of artists first came to me when I
was working on a Sylvia Plath piece." Plath
was an American poet who committed
suicide.
·
,
Olson describes another piece about1
capital punishment called "'demon eyes" as
timely because of convicted bombe;r Timothy

by Richard Wells .
STAFF WRITER

Steve Olson's latest exhibit, titled
"imprfkt wrld," is on display until Feb. 26 in
Atwood Memorial Center Gallery.
The veteran artist, with many solo exhibits
to his credit over the past 15 years, describes
his most recent work as, "loaded with shock
value."
"My work touches a lot of hot button
issues," Olson said from his home in
Shorewood, Minn. "I address evetything
from capital punishment and depression to
suicide and gay issues. Some people say that
my paintings are too depressing and can't be
hung in a house, but I am just interpreting the
world around me and assessing what I see."
Olson has worked on "imprfkt wrld" for
alx>ut two years and said it was natural for
him 10 delve into painful topics. l-lis personal
P.ain stems from growing up with· conflicts
between his gay brother and devout Catholic
family and also from his grandmother and
friend being killed in separate homicides.
Toshiko Schwerdtfeger, assistant director
of University Programming Board, said the
UPB Arts Committee was looking f0r
something different and "less calm" than the
last exhibit in the Atwood Gallery.
Schwerdtfeger remembered Olson's work
from 1990; when he last, presented at SCSU.
After viewing some slides, the Arts
Committee offered Olson an invitation to
present at the Atwood Gallery.
Olson's works of art, which he calls

McVeigh's death verdict. The painting is of

a man in an electric chair with no eyes.
The title is a play on words because Olson
feels soci~ty often has to de-humanize or
demonize a person to legitimize taking
his/her life.
Olson hopes his art can remain
contemporary and original.
'The bottom line is that I do art for
myself. I know it probably won't sell, but I
need to remain true to myself."
Lukas Johnson/STAFF PflOTOGRAPHER

Steve Olson's new exhibtt, "imprfkt wrld," opened Tuesday in Atwood Memorial
Center. His wood constructions relay a message of why creative people kill
themselves. Here mirrors one of his works.
paintings, have been described as wood
conslnictions, t~-dimensional wall pieces
and broken paintings. They are constructed
mostly of wood, colored with fire and paint.
Dealing with realist themes and relevant
issues in American culture, Olson said his art
is meant to invigorate the mind as well a5 the
eyes.
"My father was a social worker," Olson
said. 'This work reflects a lot of social
problems and scenes from his life. I am also
interested in the destructive tendency in
creative people; why people like rapper/actor

Tupac Shakur and comedian Chris Farley,
who seemingly have everything, also have a
need for self-destruction."
Olson's piece on Shakur is called "broken
pieces," and it embodies many of the
symbolic themes which characterize
Olson's work in general. The piece is
meant to 'inspire conversation and reflection
about the reality of young artists who
destroy themselves. Olson described the
piece as a reflection of how art imitates· life
and how destructive life is if it tries to imitate

Olson said returning 10 SCSU is a great
honor. "It is challeriging, but you can't beat
the college atmosphere for openness of
discussion and optimism. Also the -fact that
they liked my Work and wanted me back is a
real sh_Qt in the arm for my c9nfidence."
The return to SCSU also has personal
sig'nificance for Olson.
"My father helped me hang the first sliow
at SCSU right before he died," Olson ~id.
"B~ing back (at SCSU) brings back those
memories."
"I hope that my show can inspire young
people and demonstrate to them that you can
do what you want to do. I am a stay-at-home
dad and work on my art. I struggle as an artist,
but I am true to myself, and that is the most
imj)Onant thing."

Deaf alumna.hears politic!J,l ,
calling to run for Congress
...r'-~-t"

•

,..

~-

~

This attempt is not Bo/car's first delve into politics
by Mandy Jackson
Co-NEWS EDITOR

Cathy Bolcar, an SCSU alumna,
is running for the Minnesota
District 7 U.S. Congressional seat.
If she wins, she will be the first deaf
congresswoman.
Bolcar, a 1991 S(;SU graduate,
was born deaf. If she wins the
congressional
election
in
NoVember, she will need a full
time, paid -interpreter, something no
other congressperson has ever had,
according to her campaign m;mager
and hus)?and, Dan Becker.
"She's always been interested in
politics," Becker said.
Her current bid for Congress is
not Bolcar's first atlempt at a
political office. She ran for Student
Government president at SCSU in
1989 and for a St. Cloud City
Council seat last fall.
·
Becker worked on Bolcar's
Student Government and city
council campaigns as well. He
plans to graduate at the end of
spring quarter with a master's
degree in . special studies. Becker
said he is done with.his classes and
is in the revisions stage of his
thesis.
Most of Becker's classes are in
the social responsibility program.
Becker said those classes have been
very helpful becawse they deal with
iSSUes of government, money, class
and race. He said he returned to
SCSU to get his master's degree to
Tielp with his job as a counselor in a
halfway house.

A committee of 14 are working
on Bolcar's campaign, besides
Becker. They include eight deaf
people, tw0 people in wheelchairs,
and four who are developmentally
disabled. Becker said they are
trying
to
IJlake
her
campaign
come from
the disabled
community.
"Her
political
views aren't
as important
CATHY BoLCAR :ecke:h:~~:
"Her election will bring more
attention to the disabled."
"Right now we're not really
trying to get votes," Becker said.
"We're trying to get the Republican
nomination."
Though the election is· in
November, Bolcar needs the
Republican nomination first, which
she is working to get at the State
Republican Convention in May that
will be held in Moorhead.
"She thinks her best chance to
win would be as a Republican,"
Becker said. Otherwise, people
might think of Bolcar as a bleedingheart liberal, according to Becker.
So far, it is uncertain who
Bolcar's opponent might be.
Becker said he has heard the
incumbent, Colin Peterson, is not
going to run for re~election this
year. However, Becker said Arlin
Stanglin, the Republican who held

the spot before Peterson, has said he
would support Bolcar.
Some people have responded to
Bolcar's campaign like it is
ridiculous, Becker said. He also
said people are unsure about her.
because she doesn't have a degree
in law or American history.
However, Becker points out that
Bolcar ha:s· a degree in business and
Stanglin was elected to Congress
having only a high school diploma.
Some organizations for the
disabled have contributed to
Bolcar's campaign. There is no
chance to get party funding until
after Bolcar wins the Republican
nominatio~. "We're relying on
ourselves to raise the money."
Bolcar had to give up her job at
the Veteran's Administration in St.
Cloud to run for Congress because
she was a federal employee. By
law, the Hatch Act of 1937, federal
employees cannot run for political
office. Becker said it has been
difficult becau·se their health
insurance and retirement plan came
from Bolcar'sjob.
Nationally,
the
disabled
Comtnunity has shown interest in
Bolcar's campaign. She has been
featured in disability publications
like Silent News, a world
newspaper for the deaf and hearing
impaired.
Because the campaign e-mail
address has been mentioned in
articles about the campaign, there
has been response from more than
100 people who have suggestions,
Becker said.

Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDffOR

Cathy Bolcar's husband Oan Becker doubles as her campaign
manager. Becker is a graduate student of special studies.
"One big problem is finding
interpreters for debates, and also for
party caucus meetings," Becker
said. Interpreters aren't provided
at· caucus meetings because J,he
caucuses have little money, Becker
said.
Also, C-SPAN is not closed
captioned, something he said
Bolcar will change if she is elected.
Special education is an issue
that is very important to Bolcar.
Bolcar would be the best advocate
for special educ8.tion in Washington
because without it she would not
have learned to communicate,
Becker said.
Bolcar will need a notetak.er in
addition to a a full-time interpreter
if she wins the congressional
seat. She would have to watch

the interpreter while a notetaker
takes notes. Bolcar would have to
find an interpreter who can fill
many roles
because every
congressperson only gets so much
money to build a staff.
Currently, Bolcar has a dog
named Baby that alerts her to
sounds at home like smoke alanns
and telephones. The dog was
trained by the Hearing Dog
Program of Minnesota.
"It's really exciting to think
about
her
being
the
first deaf person (in Congress),"
Becker said. "It's just hard to
believe no deaf person has ever
been in there."
"I don't know th~t it could be
done ariywhere else other· than in
Minnesota.," Becker said.
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Co~unity holds birthday celebration
"Are you satisfied with your
state of <ronditions at SCSU?"
Muhammed asked. "Just lik~ the
song 'spoonful of sugar' I'm
bringing some medicine."
Muhammed referred to St.
Cloud as a slice of American pie, as
by Muriah Miller
America is breaking into pieces.
STAFF WRITER
"Martin Luther King is dead,
"So, in though we face th·e
an?_by the looks of ~~gs, so is his
spmt," Muhammed said. He spoke
difficulties of today and tomorrow,
of the founding fathers and the
I still have a dream ... I have a
biased Constitution they produced,
dream today ... with this faith we
starting "We the People," and
will be able to work together, to
added that in 1998 the state was
· pray together, to struggle together.''
worse than it was in 1968 when
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
King was assassinated.
On Thursday, Dr. Martin Luther
He said that King means four
King, Jr.'s birthday celebration was
_words to people, which have been
the highlight of SCSU's Diversity
fed to them by the government that
Awareness Week and was host to an
destroyed him, "I Have a Dream."
array of talent and messages whose
"He's more than a damn
safety was ensured by a security
dreamer because he saw people in
search at the door.
every human color and every
"Although Dr. King is no longer
human sex. Ii ve a nightmare,"
with us, his dream is still alive,"
Muhammed said.
said co-master of ceiemotiies
He said King is a hero because
Lynett Harvey as she introduced the
evening's events.
his dreaffi superseded that of the
founding fathers, and King
A St. Cloud • children's group,
included minorities. Muhammed
"Extreme Energy" began the
compared King to Paul Revere,
program with a choreographed
and said that he cried, "I see
dance ¥> "Men in Black." The
the destruction of America
children, dressed in suits and Ben Wichtennan/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
coming."
sunglasses,
provided
an
Muhammed
said
the
entertaining beginning for the Minister James Muhammed speaks at "A dream Deferred," which was a celebration of Dr. Martin·
government has set forth denial
night's events, in which they would Luther King, Jr. Thursday in Kimbe~y A. Rttsche Auditorium.
An entertained crowd was also
Objectives for oppressed people
later perfonn to two of Janet
including denial of leadership,
Jackson's songs, "Knowledge" and wooed by Adage Gilbert and Frank
Bryson as they sang "Mama," a
justice and deniaJ of organization.
another honoring black historians.
- Dressed in African garb, four song by Boyz II Men.
"On Monday, your government
As the preceding events
will tell you he had a dream, but
South African students perfonned
"Don't Mess with Black People" concluded, Marvin Lyman, of •
you're living a nightmare," he said.
Minority ·
and
also
Muhammed explained that · he
Student
presented the
was speaking the truth, and the
Program5;
· South African
dissatisfaction of whllt the truth is
came to the
National
will bring about the change in
stage
to
Anthem"God
society-and at SCSU.
•
introduce the
Bless Africa."
He gave an eight-step solution
On Mdiulay, your
evening's
and
to the problem which included
keynote
demonstrated
acknowledging,
confessing,
speaker,
a
peaceful
repenting and forgiving the wrong.
Minister
protest march
"I'm not trying to make
James
as they left
enemies, I'm trying to make peace,
but
Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Muhammed,
the stage.
but you have to deal with the ~th
head of the Members of the Dance Company "Extreme Energy," perform to to do so," Muhammed said.
A twist of
Nation
of the music of the movie "Men in Black."
poetry and
The program hosted many
James Muhammed
prose
was
Islam
in
Speaking highly of King, James Muhammed came to the cultures, ideas and ages, and as
added to the
Minneapolis. Lyman reminded the audience that stage, accompanied by security.
MINNEAPOLIS LEADER OF THE
Muhammed desired, taught more
program by
"I
am King did more than give a speech,
Muhammed
began
by about King as he was honored.
NATION OF ISLAM
extremely
he put himself on the front line.
the Council of
wt!lcoming everyone and then
"If we are here to truly honor
African
delighted to
"You are here because you are stating that the true solution · for and celebrate this brother, it
American Students, who perfonned see you all here tonight because I tired of King being pinned as some recent problems is the only true starts not with you being here,
"Black Family Pledge" by Maya know why you are all here," Lyman poster boy for unity without any reality is God. He added
Angelou and 'The Dance Alone" said, "to challenge our minds, to directactionforunity,"Lymansaid. that problems can't be solved ~~~ ;:~~:~ L~':n:ih:~icfou walk
challenge ourselves and to devote ·
As Lyman finished , Minister unless they !1fC faced.
was recit:<1 by Ashley BaichOO.
ourselves to making a difference."

Birthday party
diversity week's
major highlight

government will tell
you he had a dream,
you're living a
nightmare.

F<><:>d.
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Haggard said the center hasn't solicited
any businesses for donations and any requests
would have to go through the executive
director of the center.
One concern about food donated to the
center is contamination. She said any food
with an egg base needs to be refrigerated
immediately and used up in a short amount of
time.
Another problem is storage. Without
enough refrigerator space the center isn't able
to properly store food for as long as needed.
01her donation services for the center are
WaJdo's Pizza and service organizations in St.
Cloud.
"Every so often we call up Waldo's if we
want pizza," Haggard sO:id. "We also have
churches donate food and if there are
leftovers from meals at the civic center
we sometimes are asked if we could
use thei;?. People have been really
generous
.
According to Chad Schmitz, manager of

Sara Kirk!SrAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Charlotte Haggard, women's advocate at the Woman's House, dishes up
leftov~rs into plastic containers Saturday night at the Great Dragon Buffet.
Waldo's Pizza, the restaurant donates pizza
10 Woman's House once a month or
more. Waldo's has donated to the women's
center for about a year and a half.
Waldo's also has an agreement with

the Salvation Army.
"We have donated pizza to the Salvation
Anny for as long as we have been open,"
Schmitz
said.
"This
has
been
aboutseven·toeightyears."

Waldo's started donating food to the
Salvation Anny and when their restaurant
closed downtown they decided.-to also
donate to Woman's House.
They donate to the Salvation Army
everyday.
The arrangement between Great Dragon
Buffet and Woman's House is fairly
new. Because of this Haggard said they are
trying to fine-tune the system.
"We don't want people to get tired of
the buffet food," Haggard said. "We need to
look at how much is being wasted and go
from there."
Wang's generosity is not only
directed towards Woman's House. The buffet
also donated approximately $400 worth
of food for the Chinese New Year
celebration Saturday in the Atwood
Ballroom.
'1 like doing the donation," Wang said.
'1t's nice to help others."
Wang has shown it's not always how
much experience or how much money that
i!J made that is important. It is how much
a person cares that makes a difference.
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Students' rights being
lobbied at city council
Mike Brethorst
takes liaison
position seriously
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

In order to keep SCSU studenlS
infonned of city council issues,
senior Mike Brethorst serves as the
SCSU Student Government
liajson lo the St. Cloud City
Council.
"I am a lobbyist of sons to
encourage the city council to
fo llow the recommenda1ions of
Student Government," Brethorst
silid.
Brethorst,
a
public
administration major, had two
years experience on S1udent
Government before taking over lhe
position of liaison. Previously he
was a senator for 1he College of
Social Science.
Although Brethorst just began
his . P.()Sition this winter, the
position was created eight years
ago. It has not been a very active
one in the past, according to
Brethorst.
"So far he has gotten in touch
with every city couflcil member,"
said sophomore senator•at•large
Marisa Adler. "He writes them
letters and he wrote congratulatory
letters to the members who were
recently elected He is doing a
really good job of letting people
know he is there."
As one of the beginning steps

• in closing the gap created by those
eight years, representati:ves from
the university spoke at the city
COUncil meeting on Jan. 12. They
gave an infonnative. presentation
regarding what has been done to
improve cultural diversity on
campus.
"We want to inform city

affect srudents which I concerltrate
on," Brethorst said. '"Things like
zoning for parks and where it is in
relation 10 lhe university, the
events cente.r being proposed and
landlord issues."
Each Student Government
meeting includes a time for
Brelhors1 tOspeak on the events of
city council thil.t week.
"It is good for us because it is a
nice link to the community we live
in," Adler said. "For instance, at
the last meeting he was telling us
aOOUt the new events center and
the steps that have been taken with
the planning of it"
"He always invites us' to come
with him, too. He tries to get us
involved," Adler said.
Along with auending meetings,
he goes tO ci1y hall regularly and
speaks with the city administrator.
He is also able 10 speak with Sonja
Berg, city counci l president,
because she is a teacher education

I~
said.
Diversity
Awareness

MIKE

!7~.~f:

BRETHORST
well.
Brelhorst represents Student
Government as well as all student
organizations on campus. Near the
time of SCSU's Homecoming in professor on campus.
October, a student organization
The position of city council
requested that the city council liaison has been officially
support the effort to shorten the recognized by both 1he city
hours of St. Cloud bars on that council and lhe mayor's office.
weekend. Brethorst ·saw that the Brethorst attends all council
letter was addressed at the city meetings, or finds a replacement if
council meeting and it was necessary. He is able to attend
supported.
committee
meetings,
There is also 3 representative of also.
Student Government serving as a
In order 10 achieve his position,
member of the task force to build a Bl"Cthorst appl ied fo r the.
new event center for SL Cloud.
· responsibility and was then
"A lot of the issues dealt with at approved by both the S1udent
city council meetings · deal with Government President Christy
zoning things that don't pertain to Hovanetz and SCSU President
.SCSU,r but it is the issues that Bruce Grube.
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Snowboarders get
..
campus recogrut~on

ANOTHER NEW YEAR'S PARTY

'

·..

by Richard Wells

~@){jj'.[t"l'j]'

I Government I

STAFF WR/lER
When freshman Darien Johnson,
anived at SCSU he was disappointed.

opportunities his club can offer students.
"The main goa1 Of"the club is to meet
people who like sriowboarding, to have
help him get in touch with other good time and to improve skills. The
snowboarding enthusiasts. As snow began meetings are not too serious, we j4st talk
to dust the hills, Johnson felt he had to take about fund-raisers and hang out," Johnson
charge of the situation and so he 'began said.
Snowboarding · in the past has been
SCSU's first snowboarding club,
associated with drug use and disrespectful
Snowboarders-R-Us.
"I hung posters a11 over campus and attitudes, but now many ski resons cater to
cal.led all the people in the SCSU freshman snowboarders by building snowboard
yearbook whose caption said they enjoyOO parks filled with jumps and half-pipes.
Johnson started snowboarding in
snowboarding," Johnson said.
Johnson's efforts led to the first Hibbing, Minn. with his friends and says
Snowboarders-R-Us meeting in early he and his friends did not have much
December and initiaJ recognition for the trouble with the bad attitude often
club at Student Government last associated with snowboarders.
"We wear the baggy pants and stuff,
Thursday's meeting. ·This gives them the ·
right to use offices in' Atwood Memorial but we_are not into drugs like in some
Center to have meetings, as well as a places," Johnson said. "We don't need
campus mailbox to receive mail regarding drugs. After you pull off a trick you have
been working on it's a totaJ rush. There is
university organizations.
1bey have to exist for one year before no other feeling like it."
According to Johnson, this is the first
they can go back to Student Government
and ask for continual recognition, which year snowboarding has surpassed skiing"in
popularity. He also said more women are
means they can ask for a budget.
"We have 14 members right now and entering the sport."Ourclub is 50/50 (men
are hoping to get more," Johnson sa,\d. and women) overall and I would say on
"We are hoping that we can raise enough the slopes it is about 60 percent guys, but
money to go on a big trip out west next that is changing every year," Johnson said.
Anyone interested in snowboa,rling can
year. This year we are going to do some
call Darien Johnson at 255-3682 for more
half-pipe and aerial competitions."

Snowboarding was popular, but there
was no organization at SCSU which could

Atradttional ribbon dance was performed by junior Wui Ping Yap Saturday evening
as part of a Chinese New Year celebration in the Atwood Ballroom.
·,

Johnson is president of Snowboarders.
R-Us and looks forward to all the

a

infonnation.

eard the pitch,

ready to swing?
er story as a staff writer for
niversity Chronicle.

r stop by SH 13 for more information

Advertising Federation of SCSU is
honored to present spe,aker Bassey Eyo,
professor of Speech Communications,
January 21 at 5 p.m. in the
Lady Slipper Room located in the
. ..,,
Atwood Memorml Center, Professor Eyo
will be speaking to students on the
importance of passion and vision.
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This means the Pell and State
Grants would not be relating to
each other. When the Pell Grant

1s subtracted from theu state
eligibility.
Viggiano said the Pell Grant
amount is ,raised the student's has continue,d to increase. ·
state giant is proportionally Because of this increase upperreduced and the state retains the income students are not eligible
funding.
for the gfant. He said 2.600
MSUSA favors decoupling Minnesota State Colleges and
the grants in order to a'ssist the Univeisities students have
lowest
dropped off
income
the·
State
students and
Grant
- create
a
Program this
progressive
yea,r because
grant system.
?f · program
mcreases.
They
believe the
With more
proposal
increases
deal Viggiano said
doesn't
follow
the
no two-year
intent
MnSCU
Frank X. Viggiano
Congress
schools will
MSUSA EXEOJTIVE DIRECTOR
had for the
be able to
Pell Grant.
receive
The
Pell
funding in the
Grant was
future.
He
established to assist low-income said the · funding would go to
students with the cost of higher primarily to the upper-class and
education; it was not intended as private school studenlS.
a subsidy to middle and high
"It has reached the point
where we have to deal with the
income students.
MSUSA also doesn't like that problem," Viggiano said. "We
the recommendation uses grant want to see additional money go
money to aid low, middle and to the studenlS. We need to keep
high_income students.
tuition down and increase
The Federal Pell Grant is financial aid."
.
awarded to low-income studenlS
Lewenstein feels differently.
on a need-basis. The Pell Grant
"It's premature to decouple,"
will be raised in 1998 by $300; he said. There are . too many
however, Minnesota students.will things going through legislature
not receive this increase because -such as loans and grants. He also
when a Minnesota student said the reauthorization of the
receives a Pell Grant that amount Federal Financial Aid Act

"It has reached
the point where
we have to
with the problem.»
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will take place soon.
"I don't think it's a good idea
for this year."
•
HESO would also like to
extend student eligibility by
one quarter or semester.
Lewenstein said most colleges
and
universities
including
SCSU require· 192 credilS for .
graduation. ,
·
The State Grant Program's
eligibility only extends to 180
credits. The recommendatiOn
would extend the State Grant
Program to 192 credilS:
Viggiano gave the .example
that in . 1993 help from
independent studeqts was cut by .
one-fourth. HE.SO did nothing.
Later, $3 million was given the
very poor independent.
Students are shouldering more
of the burden of paying for
college, Lewenstein said. With
tuition increases studenlS need
to work more to pay for school.
.The recommendation won't
be heard and reviewed by the
Minnesota Legislature until the
last couple of days of the
legislative session. Viggiano
said students should start
Writing to their legislative
representatives and let their
voices be known.
"This
just
recommendation.
I
think
legislation
will
look
to
students for their opinions."
If the recommendation was
accepted it would take effect
July I.

Call the Tipline,
255-4086
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EDITORIAL

Events center takes

next step, but future
remains uncertain
It seems to be a fair consensus that the proposed
Central Minnesota Regional Events Center is
favorable among people in Central Minnesota.
However, the topic of a proposed stadium or
recently called events center seems to be old hat.

But for some reason this time around, the idea
seems to be working. Student Govermnent has
recently endorsed the proposal of an events center and
St. Cloud City Council has agreed to ask the
Minnesota Legislature for $25 million.
The idea of an events center is logical for many
reasonj;, but the one thing people are forgetting is how
will St. Cloud get the money? And, besides the final
estimates have not been determined.
If the legislature is to give St. Cloud the $25
million requested, one suggestion is to add an
additional_tax. 1bis idea sounds very familiar,
especially among sports fans.
.
Some people love the Minnesota Twins or maybe
baseball in general enough to pay an additional tax,
but from what polls have shown, a large majority of
the state doesn't care. Or at least they don't want to
help pay_for a new baseball stadium.
. For St. Cloud State the idea of an events center

sounds great. That's because the university would ·be
able to use the facility for activities such as athletics

and commencement.
One problem SCSU has is its lack of student
support for athletics. Location is key. If the events

center weren't located near campus, the university
would have a tough time getting people to show up. ·
Look at Selke Field and the impact its location has on
attendance. An events center would be beneficial not
only for the university and St. Cloud, but also for
Central Minnesota
However, before we jump the gun and envision the
Huskies football team playing indoors, we should also
realize groundbreaking is a long way off.
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STAFF OPINION
MANDY JACKSON, CO-NEWS EDITOR

King's dream not fully realized
Today we celebrate ·
Martin Luther King, Jr. 's
birthday by not going to
class. King's 69th birthday
was actually on
Jan. 15.
Ironically, King
spent much o, his
short life educating
others. Yet, we
celebrate his life ·
by staying home
from school.
I don't know how
schools in Minnesota
educate students about
King's life, but I
remember learning quite a
bit about him in
elementary school in
Alabama and California.
I remember. reading his
''I Have a Dream" speech
as early as third grade and
watching a film of his
speech two years later in
fifth grade. I remember
reading several other
speeches by King,
especially while living in
Alabama.
I spent kindergarten
through fourth grade in
Alabama. I remember
readmg about King's
dream that one day his
daughter would walk hand
in hand with a white girl. ·
And, I remember going to
the playground every day
and playing with iny black
and white friends without
thinking about them being
black or white.

It seems that young
children have little
- concept of black and
.
white. I don't remember

ever having a conscious
thought when I
was that young
that my friend was
black so that

meant she was
different than me.
A friend was a
friend, not a black
friend or whiie
. friend.
What does it take for a
child to start making race

distinctions? When you're
in
elementary
school you
walk up to
the kids
with the ball ·
and join
their game.
By the time
you reach
high school

and women are considered
equal to the rest of their
peers.
Students of color who

can attend any university
they choose now, have
parents and grandparents
who would not have been
able to do so at several
universities 50 years
ago.

However, we cannot
deny that no matter how
much has been
accomplished since King's
time, there is still a lot of
prejudice andjgnorance in
this country. Rodney King
and the Los
Angeles

Riots are
recent

evidence of
this.
Afriend was a
·How do
friend, ,wt a black children
friend or white
who played
together in,
friend.
elementary
and even
school
college,
decide to
white kids sit with white
let go of each others' hand
kids and black kids sit
and walk in separate
with black kids.
directions? Does anyone
What happened to
really know who to blame
King's dream? Look at
this on?
what actually has been
Children have so many
influences - parents,
accomplished since he
began his struggle in the
teachers, peers, television
'50s. Schools, businesses,
- it is impossible to
housing and other entities
pinpoint a source for their
have been integrated.
negative influences.
Because of Affirmative
It is one thing for
Action, people of color,
children to hold hands, but
people with disabilities,
what about adults?
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SCSU succeeds
without U of M

affiliation
A Tradition of Excellence and Opportunity.
One can't glance at a SCSU sign without seeing
'those words. I take those words to mtan
something special to SCSU. But there's concern
those words will lose their meaning in the yeafS to
come.
I read in a Twin Cities paper that an agreement
between the Minnesota State Colleges and
Universities and the Uni versity of Minnesota is in
the works. The plan will work something like this:
The resources of the "U" and the state universities
would be shared and a student

E

could attend ~ state uni versity,

say St. Cloud, and get a degree
from Minnesota wi thout ever
taking a class at the "U." In a
way it's like the state

mtons

The opinions expressed on this page
do · not necessarily represent the views
of UNJVF.RSITY Cbronfcle.
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Blizzard Band asks for fair coverage
I am writing about the recent
overabundant coverage of the
University Sports Band in the
Chronicle.
Priorities and Emphasis - The
University Music Program
perfonned a concert Sunday, Dec.
14th involving the Concert Choir,
University Singers, Orchestra,
Prepatory OrcheStra, Cantabile
Girls Choir, Wind, Brass, Mallet,
and Low Brass Ensembles, and
other groups. A packed house of
850 gave the m~re than 200
SCSU perfonners a standing
ovation at the conclusion of the
concert. This was one of the few
times in SCSU's history when
these groups all performed on the
same stage.
No mention was made about
this event prior to or follow ing the
concert, yet the Timberwolves/
Sports Band event received a
front-page article followed up
with a full page of pictures in the
Chronicle. This cohcert should
have at least.received equal
coverage.
Fair and Equal Treatment- In
addition to the "Holly Days
Concert" lack of coverage the
Bli zzard Band at its inception was
overlooked. This group practiced
many hours and performed at
numerous events for the football,
volleyball and hockey teams.
They produced very good music,
providing the spirit necessary to
motivate crowd and team.

M~re attention has been paid to impact. A fully trained ·
the controversy surrounding the
professional in music i'S needed to
refusal by the USB to incorporate
provide the attention to detail and
with the Blizzard Band. (This
quality. This was a primary
occuring after many compromises . moti vatiOn for the re-organiiation
were proposed to the USB by
and integration of the music
music department professors and
groups. This proposal was flatl y
representatives.) Positive
refused six times by members of
distinction should have been given theUSB.
to the SCSU students in the
Prospective students attending
Blizzard Band for perfonning
the sporting events the USB plays
these events at least on par with
at (ei ther on- or off- campus) may
the attention paid to the USB and
get a false image of SCSU music.
this one event.
Quality high school students
Responsibility and Maturityattending these events who hear a
The Blizzard Band, myself,
poor performance may dec ide to
look elsewhere for a uni versity
Professor Hansen and Professor
having a higher standard of
DeBenedetto put in an enormous
amount of work into organizing
perfonnance. Others may attend ·
and playing for the university
SCSU only to find later standards
sports events. The members of the are much higher. Representation
USB recently held a "Blizzard's
of SCSU should be of the highest
Band is Dead" party. I am
quality at all times, especially at
offended by thi s callous disregard sporting events where implicitly
for what our group did. An
more people attend. _
apology to the group, myself,
Harmony and Unity~ Had the
Professor Hansen and Professor
USB agreed to the merger of the
two bands, quality would have
DcBenedetto is expected.
Future- The university's image increased. The band would have
is important to the cOmmunity and doubled and been an excellent
prospective students. A group that representation of SCSO. There are
performs under the SCSU name
bad feelings being expressed by
and reputation makes an impact
both groups in light of recent
on them. Recruitment depends on
happenings. Had there been
putting forth the best possible
agreement much would have been
representation of what SCSU can
averted to everyone's benefit.
offer.
Anthony Munsterman
The above standard and
Graduate student
inconsistent perfonnance level of
the USB could have a damaging

uni versities will become some
distant servant of the big bad
"U." Same degree. Different
MARTY
location. Granted, the diplomas
SUNDVALL
handed out at.Minnesota are a
little nicer than the
undergraduate ducat handed out at SCSU. I
remember tearing the comer off mine while taking
it out of the eilvelope after graduation. No ~iggie, l
thought then, it'_s only a piece of paper.
·
But that piece of paper was from SCSU, and
that means something to me. And while this
school doesn't have the prestige among its
graduates that the "U" does (Loni and Louie
Anderson and Garrison Keillor did not go to
SCSU) there are a lot of very talented and
successful people who graduated from here. I
would love to put together the best of all the
people I worked with and went to school with here
and start a company. The talent pool there would
run incredibly deep.
·
I am writing in response to the
the U.S. C0nstitution. They said
and lesbian couples do not make
Face it, there are some facets of SCSU that the
article that appeared on the
that this was to be determined by
good parents. For every article that
"U" just can't touch. Ii's mass cominunications
· Opinions page in the Jan. 15
each state, since there was no
says they do not make good
department is way bettei-. The hockey team kicks
edition of the Chronicle. Mr
parents, y can find one that says
language within the U.S.
tail on the Gophers (at least this season). And St.
Oberly totally took Justice
Constitution that gave them the
they do make good parents. A
Cloud iSjust an easier and nicer place to li ve.
Berger's quote out of context. The
right to mak·e a ruling on Georgia's person's gender, culture, race or
Those are only the first three .that come to mind.
U.S. Supreme Court case Bowers
state statute 16-6-2. Currently, 25
sexuality does not establish the
But I'm afraid some day an employer is going
v. Hardwick (I 986) focused on
other states have a scxfomy law·
amount a person can love and care
to look at an SCSU graduate's· resume and ask,
whether or not Georgia's state
similar to Georgia's.
about someone. One's sexual
"Why didn't you get a diploma from the "U"
statute l6-6-2, which outlawed oral
orientation does not detennine
If you take the time to read all
when you could have?" And I doubt if the same
and anal acts of scxfomy, was a
of the opinions written by the
whether he or she is capable of
employer would look at, a "U" grad and ask the
fundamental right provided by the
Justices in this case, you might
raising a child in this society. The
reverse.
U.S. Constitution if these acts
realize how close this decision was article that Mr. Oberly tries to
While it would be nice to have the total
happen~ within the privacy of
• to being upheld. Justice Blackman criticize is not "pure homosexual
resources of the "U" at hand, thi s agreement
one's home. This trial was not
wrote, in his dissenting opinion,
and anti-family propaganda." Mr.
would somehow make St. Cloud and Mankato and
about homGsexual acts of sodomy, "A way of life t_hat is odd or even
Oberly's article only shows that he
Moorhead and Bemidji and Winona satellite
but both heterosexual and
erratic but interferes with no rights is prejudice against the gay and
schools to the "U" - just like the college system
homosexual acts of sodomy. The
lesbian community.
or interests of others is not to be
of Wisconsin. And that's something I don't like.
U.S. Supreme Court decided, in a
condemned because it-is different."
Daniel Olson
That's why when the "U" regents and the State
fi ve to four vote, that this was not
There is not enough data within
Senior
Col lege and University board vote on this
a fundamental right zyaranteed by the scientific arena to say that gay
Social studies
agre~ment next month, I hope they vote no. I hope
they vote to keep the indi viduali sm of SCSU
intact.
University Chronicle
I hope they vote to keep some meaning behind
name, maJor m school (1f applicable).
slogans like A Tradition of Excellence and
13 Stewart Hall
year m school (1f apphcable) and signature
Opportunity. Because a "U" degree earned from
St. Cloud, MN 56301
Letters are recommended to be under 350
St. Cloud State would render those words
or e-mail:
meaningless.
\\ords
chronide@stc:loudstate edu

·constitution allows for different lifestyles
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Medallion Hun I-Clue NumberOne.

Somewhere on SCSU campus ground, our •gold" medallion can b e found.
.
It really isn't ,II !hat big. so !he,e is no cmon to bceak o, d'.g.
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Spcns«ed by the SCSU Foundllflon, Aumn!Assodarton, and Career Services - ♦
this wcck brings togdher d~anmems, offices, and programs that provide services to Seniors and recent graduates.
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Uonfused
ahout
Uo•poters?
Let the Academic
Computer Service he.Ip
you solve all of your computer problems by attending any of thff various
computer workshops.

Register tor gnduatk:fl. sign up wl!n Carce- Services, !Ind out aboor the
Senior Pledge Program, Join the hunt tor the Senior Medallloo. •-

•

•

IT'S .ut

run or

5e... . l-•"- '\t!e..~k/
l:d

Atwood CPH(H Boolll

!Oa.m. to2p.m

· ~<tjrli'es~~%~A~~ k~~=;,::M~ii1~1tmt
Sellio1Pll' dg1: Kirkolt

■

Want-to become a Senter Pledge VoJunteer? Please Join us!
Soutn Voyageur Room -Atwood. Ccnto4 p.m.-7 p.m.

W.J..~•5J._•!f•.f=-/f ,_,

•

♦

•

Alwoo1I C~nl~ r Bon1h

JO a. m.-2p.m.

·se nior Soc i,1 1
Utt!~ 1he111re Lounge

2::J0-5:JO p.m.

rs't1ci~<iif~~~~~M~'tor Pled~e vohmtecr.

Tuesday • .January 20
E-Mail (using Eudora): 1.-2 p.m.
E-Mail (using Simeon): 10 a.m.-12 p.m
Intro to Internet: 6:30 -8:30 p.m.

0....-1,viL.-1:..,g... J._.;_i _ f:":-,.,.J..1 -t ~ I

•
•
•
•

Scnia- Pledge Program • Ahlmnl Associatlcn
Reca-ds & Reg1$U"aticn • Career Services • GradUate Studies
Business Ottl.ce • College o f Education • Advanced Programs
SCSU Boobta-e • Toe Write Place

♦
Wor k.show "Image Is Ev~ g • How to Ccrurol Ycms"
Hear protesslcnal coosulm!I, 1ane Wllgo- '79, gl?e tips oo ccrurolllng
how yoo are po-cel?ed by Olho-s and advice oo business etiquette
Atwood-UttleToell!re
Jp .m.-4p.m

A1<1111Mk "SeuiorS11niil!"'for se11iors

Ttckets ta- tree coffee and a cool:le at Grctel"s •availab le at Senior Social and Scnla- Pledge Kickoff'
A1wood Cc n1cr Booth
Pickup medallloo hunt clue 14'
A1wood Crnln Boolh
Final mcdallioo hunt clue! Ct~ ottyoor Scn!aPlcdge torm at ?1e booth and reccl?e a free gltt!

!Oa.m. to2p.m.
10 a.m. to2 "p.m

Alumhl & Foundat!Ct"I CcntO', St Cloud State UnM:rslty,
Phone (320)"255-JJTT

•

\Vednesdnv.

,January 21

E-Mail (using Simeon): 12-2 p.m'.

Thursday. Januaa•y 22
Intro to Microsoft Word: 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Dial up Access to Campus Netwok: 1-2 p.m.
• If you have any general questions regarding
computers feel free to contact the Academic
Computer Services Help Desk at 2077.
• These workshops are designed to provide the
skills needed lo utilize the changing technology
on campus and in the world. These workshops
require no registration and are held in
Centennial Hall , Room 134 .

Job Fair '98

WANTED :
L eadersh i p with

passion.

is getting closer!
0

Get ready for Job Fair '98 by attending the
following programs:
Jan. 21
•
•
•
•

Center for International Studies
Minority Student Programs
Residential Life Offii:e
Residence Hall Front Desks
• Richard R Green House
• University OrganizatioflS

"Students from protected classes
are encouraged to apply
- Applications are due January 23,
1998, m· the Residential Life O ffice

Image Development Seminar-Get advice on developing
a professional image: wardrobe, business etiquette, and
controlling how you are perceived by employers.

Feb.4
Career tips from employers-Atwood Memorial Center
Theatre-Get tips from top employers on resume writing,
interviewing, and what to do at the fair.

There's still time to register! .
Contact Career Service_s for registration and
more information, AS 101, 255-2152.
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Huskies bounce back wit~ ~eekend sweep
Watkins, Schreiner pace SCSU in wins over USD-an.d Morningside

'

One of the players responsibli for the ·1..on Ulferts. "It was good to get a sweep and
successful weekend was SCSU junior guard anytime you can sweep after the North
Dakota weekend, it is a good weekend."
•
Teri Watkins.
While Watkins was instrumental in
Watkins scored a career high 21 points
With the two worst teams in the North
Friday against USO and increased that the Friday's victory, first-year guard Tina
Central Conference visiting Halenbeck Hall,
Schreiner enjoyed her best scoring night of
following evening with 25 JX)ints.
it featured a golden opportunity for the SCSU
"Teri was on fire," said SCSU Head Co~ch her young career, pumping in a career best 33
women's basketball team 10 reg~in its
points against Morningside."
,
"I thought the whole team did a good job
offensively," Schreiner said. "Defensively, we
rebounded well and in the second half
(Saturday) I felt ·a little more confident
shooting the ball."
Schreiner scored 22 of her 33 points in the
second half against Morningside, but the
remained close due to Morningside
sophomore forward Trish Martin, who kept
the team in the game by scoring 20 secondhalf points. Martin scored all but nine of her
team's points in the half.
"She did a great job on getting the
rebounds," Watkins said. "She had position
on us all night and was able to tum quick and
get easy baskets."
Both nights, the Huskies were able to
contain the opJ)Osing team's all-NCC players.
Friday night, SCSU held USD senior
center Angie Heisler to 12 points and
Saturday, the Huskies held Morningside
senior center Jennifer Childress to 12 points.
Other than Martin's efforts, the rest of the
weekend for the Huskies went nearly flawless
and Ulferts pointed to her defense as the key.
"I thought our defen~ is what did ii
agaip;' Ulferts said. "We did an excellent job
of OOxing out and getting a hand in their face . .
I thought we stepped up big time
defensively."
SCSU (5-3 NCC, 10-7 overall) will nex:t
compete this Saturday in an aftern09n
matchup with Mankato State University at
Halenbeck Hall.
Tip-off will be at 2 p.m. and will kick off
the first of a Saturday triple-header as the
Kristine While/STAFF PH(lf'()GRAPHER
men play at 4 p.m. and the hockey team at 7
SCSU first-year forward Christine Williamson (42) looks for an inside pass from a teammate as Morningside defenders Trish p.m.

by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

confidence after a disasterous North Dakota
road trip - .µ1d they did.
It all started Friday night after the Huskies
knocked off last place University of South
Dakota 74-55. The following evening,
M1;>mingside College fell victim to the
Huskies offensi-ve outburst in a 98-76-affair.

game

Martin (left) and Jennifer Childress (right) look on in Saturday's 98-76 Husky victory. SCSU also won Friday 74-55 over USD.

Bulldogs take a bite out of SCSU in weekend sweep
UMD sweep of Huskies leapfrogs North Dakota into first place in WCHA::standings
by Rob LaP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

The only good news from
Duluth, · Minn., was when the
Husky charter bus left Saturday
evening back to SCSU.
Thanks to a University of
Minnesota-Duluth six-goal second
period Friday evening, the Bulldogs
never looked back as they took
Friday's contest 8-4 and Saturday's
4-1 in the first sweep of the SCSU
hockey team in more than two
years.
The Bulldogs were led all
weekend by the line of sophomores
Colin Anderson, Jeff Scissons and
freshman Ryan Homstol, who
combined for 17 points on the
weekend.
SCSU Head Coach Craig Dahl
said the key to UMD's attack was
Anderson's line, but the miscues of
the Huskies played the biggest role
to the weekend failures.
·
"(UMD) played very well all
weekend," Dahl said. "I don't know
why the (Anderson) line was so

effective, but I didn't think our team
had the usual snap needed to win
hockey games."
The weekend got off to a gocxl
start as SCSU took a 2- 1 lead into
the first intermission Friday on
goals by junior forward George
Awada and senior forward Mike
Maristuen.
Then things fell apart · as the
Bulldogs erupted for six secondperiod goals and outscored the
Huskies 6-2 in the period.
The six goals in the period were
the most goals the: Huskies have
allowed this season in a period and
junior defenseman Geno Parrish
said the UMD onslaught caught the
Huskies by sul'J)rise.
"It was like I blinked and all of a
sudden they had six goals," Parrish
said. ''After they scored all them
goals, it was like the entire team
started watching the puck and
started playing puck hockey instead
of taking the man."
In the third period, SCSU
replaced senior starting goaltender
Brian Leitza with junior netminder

Tim Lideen. It was Lideen's first
action since Oct. 18.
Leitza, who fell victim to some
soft defense, had his worst outing of
the season, but managed to pick up
two .assists Friday night to set a
school record for most assists by a
goalie in one game. He now has
four assists on the season.
"I thought Saturday we played
real well, but Friday night we didn't
do anything right," Dahl said. "Both
nights, the biggest difference in the
game was not being able to
captialize on our power play."
SCSU went O for 6, including 0
for 4 in the third period Friday night
and Saturday, the Huskies
Comierted only one goal on seven
power play opportunities.
Saturday's power-play goal was
scored by sophomore center Matt
Noga, but unfortunately for the
Huskies it would mark the only
goal that would beat UMD
sophomore goaltender Brant
Nicklin.
Time and time again, Nicklin
stoned the Huskies.

"Saturday night, I thought we
played well, but (Nicklin) had a big
say in the outcome," Dahl said.
Parrish agreed with his coach
that Nicklin , was the key in
Saturday's outcome.
"I thought (Nicklin) was shaky
on Friday," Parrish said. "But
Saturday he came back strong and
came up with some big saves for
them."
Like Friday, UMD was sparked
S8:turday evening by a barrage of
goals, this time scoring three firstperiod goals giving the Bulldogs a
3-0 first-period lead.
The line of Anderson, Scissons
and Homstol continued its hot hand
as Scissons scored a pair of firstperiod goals.
UMD increased its lead to 4-0,
before Noga put the Huskies on the
board late in the second period.
Parrish said the sweep was a big
disappointment, but he felt bad for
the Husky fans who made the trip
up to Duluth.
"I feel sorry for us, but I really
feel sorry for the fans that drove up

there," Parrish said. ''There were a
lot of SCSU,fans that made the trip
and to play like we did was really
disappointing."
The two losses keeps the Huskies (11-4-1 Western Collegiate
Hockey Association,
14-6-2
overall) at 23 points for the season,
but drops them into second place in
the conference as the University of
North Dakota swept Michigan
Technological University over the
weekend, putting the team in sole
possession of first place with 25
points.
The Wisconsin Badgers swept a
pair of non-conference games from
Nebraska-Omaha, leaving them
with ·21 points, two behind the
Huskies.
SCSLJ!s next opponent will be
UND this weekend in a clash for
first place:
,
Parrish said the team is geared
and is putting the sweep behind
them.
"We're ready," Parrish said.
"Coming off a sweep sort of lights a
fire under everyone's asses."
I
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SCSUlos.es to Coyotes;
~nocks off Mornings.ide
by Sean LaFavor

beat."
Hinzman 's perfonnance Friday was the lone
bright spot, as he poured in 20 points.
Ries led the way for South Dakota With 21
A bad stretch of shooting in the early moments
of the second half doomed the Huskies men's points overall, and Johnsorl had ten rebounds. .On Saturday, the Huskies shot the ball much
hoopsters Friday night, as they dropped their game
better, and salvaged the weekend with a 85-62 win
against the University of South Dakota 94.70.
They bounced back on Saturday night, over Morningside.
Hinzman again led the charge with 35' points,
however, and breezed past Morningside College
one shy of his career best.
85-62.
"It's just a Weekend where
On Friday, SCSU hit only
I was open and the guys got
four field goals in the first nine
me the ball," said Hinzman,
minutes of the second frame,
who also had 14 rebounds to
and shot only 38 percent on the
lead the Huskies. " I hit the
game, and by the time
shots when I need!XI to, and
itsshooters adjusted and came
· back to li fe, the Coyotes It's just a weekend got some key baskets."
was very pleased
already had the game in hand.
where I was open withSchlagel
his team's perfonnance
"Our shots just weren't
Saturday.
falling, and they were shooti ng
and
the
guys
got
"Our play· Saturday was
the ball really well," said
very good. We played hard
senior center Jon Hinzman.
me the ball
"We went, I don't know how
both nights, the difference was
Jon Hinzman
just that we shot the baJl better
many minutes in the second
on Saturday. We had very
half without a basket. They
SCSLJ SENIOR CENTER
good
perfonnances
kept scoring, and we could•i't
offensively from (Hinzman)
keep up."
One of the keys to victory for USO was their and Sean Whitlock (25 points). But i:he key to the
three-point shooting. The Coyotes hit ten times whole game may have been the job Enoch Dix did
from beyond the arc, including five from forward o'n Durville Patton, holding him to Only six
points."
Ben Ries.
Patton came into the weekend as the North
"Ben Ries really hurt us," said Head Coach
Kevin Schlagel. 'The week before, he went one- Central Conferences' leading scorer, averaging
for-eight from three-point range. We know he's a 24.8 points per game.
The split this weekend leaves St.Cloud State
great shooter, and unfortunately, he picked
(Friday) to go off and have a ·great shooting night. at 10-7 overall, and 5-3 in NCC play, tied for
And ons:e they started hitting from outside, it second place with in-state rival Mankato State
opened up the inside, where they have an All- University.
Shane Opatz/PHmo EDllOR
Conference center (Jason Johnson). When they're
The Huskies wi ll play the Mavericks from
SCSU senior center Jon Hinzman looks to pass the ball during Saturday's clicking like they Were, they are pretty tough to MSU at 4 p.m. nex1 Saturday at Halenbeck Hall.
STAFF WRITER

game at Halenbeck Hall. Hinzman scored 35 points as SCSU won 85-62.

Records continue to fall as swimmers·stay hot
Bucher sets meet record as Huskies finish jn third and women finish fourth
by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's and women's
swimming and diving teams placed
third and fourth, respectively, at the
College of St. Benedict/ St. John's
University lnvit_ational that was
held on Saturday and Sunday.
"We swam very well at the

meet," Head Coach Dianne Heydt
said. "Most of our divers set
lifetime bests. It was a very
incredible weekend for us."
SCSU junior diver Ryan Bucher
set a meet record with a 573.50
score in I-meter diving on Friday
and finished the competition in
third place. On Saturday, junior
diver Jeremy Frye won the I-meter

diving event, with Husky teammate
Bucher tak.ing third place.
"Ryan's been diving well all
year long, but I think he finally
realized that he had the potential to
do what he did on Saturday," Heydt
said. "He put it all together and
went for it."
First-year diver Mary Ahlin won
first place in the women's 3-meter

diving event and junior diver Sarah
Loquai finished the event in second
place.
_ Heydt said the men's and
women's teams both achieved most
of the goals they wanted to coming
into the invitational.
"Most of the team had great
perfonnances and we have bee
working .to improve," Heydt said.

a
PREGNANCY ,
fflNG.

"We have been working on the
details to swimming better this
season. We worked on our starts,
turns and finishes."
North Dakota won both the
men's and women's competition,
while the Huskies stood finn and
held their places through Saturday)
competition.
"There . was definitely some
tough teams out there, like UNO
and St. John's," first-year swimmer
Mike Wencl said. "Being that w~
were tired, I felt we as a team, all
had good swims."
Wencl fini shed the 200
individual medley and the 100
backstroke in first place.
"We just wanted to go in there
and swim as fast as we could,"
Wencl said. "Any time you get a
chance to improve, or do well in a
meet, you get a spark and drive. I
think the effort we put into the meet
was outstanding."
Heydt also believes the weekend
provided to be a learning
experience for the team and
a good time to see the team develop.
"Our
breaststrokers
and
back.strokers are really starting to
come around," Heydt said, 'The
distance squad is swimming at
its best and il's incredible to
see them all coming around right
now."
The Huskies next meet is at
Stevens-Point, WI. next Friday.
Preliminaries are set to start at 9:30
p.m.
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SCSU Open a hit Huskies garrter flrst win
by Tyson Jahn

Zins and Seifert. to name a few, all
had a good day," Dill said. "The

STAFF WRITER

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

vaulters all had a strong meet .

The SCSU Track and Field

going over 14 feet."

teams hosted an invitatiotl.a1 at
Halenbeck Hall on Saturday and
showed impressive results.
Three Huskies posted NCAA
provisional qualifying standards in

First-year Eric Gunderson ,won
the 35-lbs. weight and shot put for
Huskies, as the men worl all the
field events except the triple jump.
"I thought the competition was

their individual events. Senior Joe

pretty well rounded," Koupal said.
''The competition is tough, but

Seifert had a leap of six feet, nine
Inches in the high jump, first-year
Tim Koupal in the pole vault, and

senior Bob Ewings in the' 60-meter
dash.
"Most of events were very
competitive at the meet," said
Head Coach Tracy Dill. ''.There
were excellent marks in all the
events for so early in the season. A
lot of people made progress and I I
was, for the most part, very
pleased."
Ewings finished the 60-meter
dash in 6.89 seconds and the 200meter dash second behind SCSU
junior Larry Miller, who won the
eveilt in 22.25 seconds. Miller also
participated in the 1600-meter
relay that finished second.
"I was really happy with both
(men's and women's) teams," Dill
said. "We have good seniors on
both squads and they are providing
good leadership that will carry
over to the next meet."
Senior Ryan Przybilla won the
800-meter event and helped lead
the men's 3,200..meter relay into
second place.
"I think for the men, Ewings,
Miller, Eric Gunderson, Travis

The StSU grapplers picked up
its first win, in the always tough
North Central Conference by
defeating the University of North

Dakota 27-17.
'The lJND meet was the best
match of the year for us so far,"
Head Coach Steve Grimit said.
"We wrestled with a lot of intensity
and heart. It was a very positive day
and we wrestled very hard from top
to bottom."
The Huskies were being
defeated 17-11 when they turned
things around and scored pins from
senior Jeff Schroeder, in the 167lbs . ..yeight class, and juniors Ryan
Marx, 177 lbs and Jesse Nelson,
190lbs.
"UND had some really good
guys in the 126 lbs. to 158-lbs.
range, .with a couple of guys
nationally ranked," Grimit said.
'The person at 158 lbs., who beat
(Klaus) Alberts is one or two in the
conference, but even though
Alberts lost, he is showing that he
can wrestle anyone in the
conference."
Alberts lost the match with a 43·decision.
"We all t~ought that he
controlled the match most of the
way through," Griinit said. "He
didn't get the take down, but he is
showing a lot of heart.
Junior Brett Swaim moved up to

making nationals is one of my
goaJs." He pole vaulted 16 feet to
win the event.
"For the women, I thought
(Nicole)
Bergh,
(Rebecka)
Trachsel, and Carey Meinert had
strong perfomrtlnces, but I was
very pleased with everyone," Dill
•said. "We still need to improve, but
through hard work and practice,
we'll get better. It's still early in
the season."
Sophomore Trachsel finished
third in the mile and helped. the
women achieve second place in
the 3,200-meter relay.
The Huskies won the 1,600
meter relay and sophomores
Mellissa Tamian and Bergh won
the women's 1000-meter dash and
pole vault, respectively.
Dill said there has been an
improvement in the team's
structure from this year and last
year.
"Our field events have been
real strong for us this year," Dill
· said. "We have high scorers in
those events and I think we have
improvement in our sprints and
middle distance relays."

Early on in the
season there were
holes in the lineup,
but things have
settled
Brett Swaim
SCSU JUNIOR WAESTlER
"We came out, had fun and
wrestled with intensity and heart,
whether we won or lost."
Grimit thought ~arx and
Nelson had key matches along the
way which helped the Huskies in
their victory.
"Marx wrestled good. He
dominated the whole match start
to pin," Grimit said.

"Nelson had a very impressive
perfonnance."
"At the end 6f the match, he
didn't sit back and wait, he went
after the pin and wrestled the whole
seven minutes very well."
Grimit and Swaim believe that
the Husk,ies first win has raised the_
team's confidence. They feel it's
going th be needed when SCSU
heads off to the .conference
tournament in about two. months.
"We're trying to make the big
push for the tournament," (irimit
said. "We raised our level of play
and we have continued to do that
each match. The intensity is getting
higher."
•
Swaim said he thinks there has
b:!en definite improvement in the
team with every match they wrestle..
"Early on in the season there
· were holes in the line up, but. things
have settled," Swaim said.
"Everyone is starting to know their
roles and everything is falling into
place."
The Huskies are at Mankato
State University next Friday. The
meet is set to start at 7 p.m.
.
"Mankato iS a very good team
and since this is a conference
match, there is added importance to
the meet," Grimit said. 'They have
a very solid line up from top to
bottom."
"We just want to go in there and
wrestle with great intensity."

HAVE you THouql-n Abour WHERE you will be
liviNq NEXT yEAR?

ab.CT

·. etu

TI£ CLASSIC, BRDGEVEW SOUTH, PARK
SOUTH, RIVER RDGE ANJ BRDGEYEW WEST.
Ot.r buidngs have a, of the amerities that you

cT. CLO U

wOOd expect n 1st class accorrrnodations. Pl.ls
some have extras li<e 11-house computers free for
student use and tucku,der parking.

28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, MN 56301
f320J 251-2569

We have two and fou- bedroom apartments

an

withil walkrlg dstance to C?mpus.

~~and~~

CHEck us ouT you woN'T be d_iSAppoiNTEd.

Compact Discs

Cassettes

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 a.m
Sat. 10 a.m.-8 p,m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Videos

Leather Jackets

PILLAR PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.

259-4259

SPRIM6 BREAK SUPER SALE!!!

~Ell ON JffE 9Ell~+I
A FAMOUS FA! TUESDAY OAIOUIRI

CANCUN

MAZATLAN

Tdc UO

•tM Ruf Ja,,-,t, Ja,.u.tA,c•
•wu,ft t1,tct. ~dut,,...
•C::,-.(f,,_'41( Flis/tt f;,..u•

•(( 11/tfil
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the 150•lbs. class, instead of
wrestling at 142 lbs., like he usually
does. He picked up a 7-5 ~ision
over Bill Rowell of UND.
"UND was a big win for us, not
only ~ause it was our first of the
season, but first in the NCC,"
Swaim said. 'They were a balanced
team, but stronger in the lower
weights. The big reason that we
won was because we were real
aggressive."

l)il'C(tbookingsonly.&$edonq11adoccupancyfoc~b.23andMarch7departuiesonly.
Notvalidwithanyotheroffcr,someieHriclionsdoapply
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STUDENTS SAVE

20%
EVERY WEVNESVAY
ON All SERVICES.
STUV[NT I.V. RlQU/RlV
(All services pertormed by
supervised students).

912 w. St. Germain

Downtown St. Cloud
251-0500

Open Mon.-Sat.

HAIR CUT
$ 2 .5 0
EVERYDAY
With Student I.D.
No Double Discounts.
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ied in a Big Drift of
Holiday Bills? Get some,
relief with a Holiday
Consolidation ·toan.
at only 9% APR', a rate lower than most credit cards! This loan can pay off
your higher interest credit card bills" (VISA, MasterCard, Discover, JC Penney's,
Dayton's, etc.) up to $3,000, giving you one lower monthly payment. Stop by or
call today for more details.
Membership in SCCU is open to studems, facully and staff of St. Cloud State University. All loans subject to

credit approval. ·APR•Annual Percentage Rate ...SCCU loans or SCCU VISA balances nor
eligible for consi:J/idation. loan limifs: consolidate up to $3,000 at 9% for_ll months, or up
to $6,000 at ll% for Z4 mollthf Rates are valid as of 1/1/98 and offer expires 3/14/9~.
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Trivia on tllp for February
by Sarah Tieck
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

1be countdown has begun.
KVSC 88.1 FM is now accepting trivia
team registration fonns for its 19th annual
trivia weekend, which begins Feb. 6 at 5 p.m.
and concludes Feb. 8 at 7 p.m.

The theme for this year's 50-hout trivia
marathon is "Trivia Sells Out"
According . to Jo McMullen, station
manager for KVSC, the inspiration for this
year's the.me came from trivia weekend's
roots - the trivia contest at University of
Wisconsin - Stevens Point
...
1be trivia weekend in Stevens Pdint is

what inspired the start of SCSU's trivia necessary information to ~wer ~the most
weekend in the late '70s and early '80s. obscure questions.
However, McMullen said the Stevens Point
'1t's so hard to explain to people who
competion has in a sense "sold out" She haven't played before," said Dave Neston, •
explained many of the questions posed during a . team member from Panties Waaay Too
.
the Wisconsin competition now have light
sponsors.
Neston is an SCSU
"You listen to it and
alumnus and has played
it's like listening to a big
trivia since ,the early
commercial for 50 hours."
1980s.
she said.
'1 think we're sixth on
KVSC
staff and
the seniority list," he
volunteers have been
nOled.
preparing for the t 998
Neston said his team
contest since last year's
has improved since
weekend ended. 'The
itsfirst years of trivia. He
Trivia Gods" have been
noted they usually finish
writing questions and
· somewhere in the upper
gathering infonnation all
half.
DaveNeston
year and the Shake A
"We have a traveling
TEAM MEMBER OF
trivia collection," he
Hamster Band is already
PANTIES WAAAY Too TIGHT
cutting and spoofing
explained, and described
tracks for the weekend's
the team's strategy as
''force by numbers." Neston said the more
musical entertainment.
'There's a lot around it - its not just people the better - more minds are able to
as]cjng questions on the air. It's a very find answers.
interactive contest," McMullen explained.
"We're kind of a paradox," he said,
McMullen said 13 or 14 teams have explaining how the team parties through the
already signed up. Last year's contest had 48 weekend, while working hard to keep up with
teams competing - 35 were returners. She questions.
said the num!:,ef"S grow every year.
He also said the weekend is a good chance
"W.e estimate 1000 plus people are for reuniting with old friends.
actually playing," she said, noting this figure
"Half the fun of trivia is it brings people
did not include listeners tuning into the trivia back together," Neston explained.
antics.
McMullen agreed with Neston's theory.
KVSC's staff and volunteers are She said the more playeis and reference
organizing their strategy and finishing up boob, the better. She also recommended
the details to make this year's trivia a sLocking up on caffeinated beverages.
success.
1be most important advice for compiling
At the same time. the players are gearing a team? Pick only people you can spend 50
up for the challenge of finding all the hours with.

Half the fun of
trivia is it brings
people back
together.

Shane OpaJdPHaro flNTOR

/

Station Manager at KVSC, Jo McMullen, announces Friday afternoon. McMullen
and KVSC are accepting trivia .team registration forms until Feb. 6, at 4:30 p.m.

Choir members make plans
byTabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

What do hard work, dedication
and commitment haveJn common?
They are all traits found in the
mel]lbers of the SCSU choirs.
Throughout the year, choral
members put their voices and
_detennination to the test by
practicing several hours each week,
perfonning often and providing
entertainment for the campus and
community.
Junior Wade Shennan, a member
of University Singers, said he
believes all the work is worth it.
"Choir offers a great opportunity
to work with energetic people who
enjoy perfonning," he said.
·
Part of the reason Shennanjoined
was for camaraderie, which he
has found. Sophomore Kallie
Lillibridge, a member of the Concert
Choir, said she feels the same
way.
"It's nice to meet a lot of new
people who are all together to
achieve a common goal," Lillibridge
said.
Their goals may be the same, but
the two choirs are very different
from one another.
University Singe~ has received
much notoriety for the fact it focuses
on Russian music - ranging from
· classical to folk. According to

Shennan, this gives the group a
unique edge.
'There are not too many choirs
that focus on just one language," he
said. "Especially Russian."
One of the big payoffs is the
annual Moscow on the Mississippi
Festival, which wjll take place next
month. It is a time when members
can show off the beauty of the
Russian language.
The Concert Choir is also
anticipating a unique experience at
the end of spring quarter.
They will be traveling to
Gennany and the Czech Republic
for two weeks.
"I think all the hard work will pay ·
off when we start the European tour,"
said Stuart Holt, the Concert Choir's
president. "We'll be representing
SCSU as well as Minnesota."
Until those big events, though,
the choirs will keep busy with
community programs.
Four hundred high school _
students from the area will descend ·
UJX)fl the campus for a clmral festival
that will feature the Concert Choir
on Saturday.
- One week later, the choirs will
head to St. Mary's Cathedral for a
concert. Jeff Douma, Concert Choir
director, looks forward to the annual
concert
''There are such glorious
acoustics there," Douma said.

In order t_o handle all the stress
and time re3trictions put on the choir
members, a true love of music iS a
necessity.
According to Douma. this trait is
not hard to find.
"I don't think there is a more
beautiful sound in the world than
voices coming together," Douma
said.
Lillibridge said the audience
response the choir receives after
perfonning makes all the work seem
small.
"Eveiyone that attends the
concerts seems to enjoy the music a
lot," Lillibridge said.
As a music major, Holt said he
believes that the experiences he
receives far outweigh the hardships
endured.
The professional caliber of the
Concert Choir is an added bonus.
"It'S a chance for me to perfonn
with a very professional and
dedicated group," Holt said.
-' The opJX)rtunity to perfonn with
an SCSU choir is open to anyone,
from music majors to math majors.
Although Concert Choir is an
auditioned group, everyone is
welcome to join University
Singers.
"I really encourage people to
join," Douma said. "It's an intensely
musical and personal experience that
is very unique."

Lukas Johnson!STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Juniors David Randall (front) and Troy Rogers practice a
German piece the choir is planning to perform on their spring
tour Friday afternoon in the Performing Arts Center.
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Sweat lodge cleanses, teaches students
by Jeromy Cannon
STAFF WRITER

I had the opportunity to
experience a Native American

-

sweat lodge for the first
time on Jan. IO.
A sweat lodge has
many fonns which vary
from tribe to tribe. But,
all have the same
purpose.
This particular sweat
lodge was a covered
dome. Upon entering,
the group would sit
down around a small,
shallow pit where heated rocks,
were placed.
Once everyone found a place to
sit on the fl6or, water was ladled
onto the rocks to produce steam.
We had gathered a group from
SCSU to travel down to Dakota
Indian Elder Chris Leith's house in
Red Wing. Leith, his daughters,
grandchildren and family frie'e
welcomed us to this gathering.
Our group consisted of students
from various cultural backgrounds
and organizations, including first
People, Council of African
American Students, Hmong
Student Association, Student
Coalition Against Racism and
MEChA.
We were very excited to be able
to experience a sweat lodge for the
first time, but most didn't really
. know what to expect.
After shaking off the chill from
the negative 20 degree
temperatures, we sat down to hear
Leith speak.
There was a great feeling of
respect for him .and with his first
words, a hush fell over the large
group of people who had gathered
in his family's home.
Leith talked of how happy he
was to see all the different cultures
represented in his house. He said it

had been a dream of his to have all
the cultures gathered together.
I was very impressed by Leith
because he commanded a great
deal of respect from everyone, but
also because he was

very approachable.
A few ofus talked to
him personally during
the beginning of the
night and he welcomed
any questions we had.
I was also impressed
by how our group was
accepted by everyone. I
thought I might feel out
of place at someone
else's home with so many people
.to meet, but that was not the case
at all.
Once everyon~ had arrived we
prepared for the "sweat" by
changing to shorts and T-shirts or
dI'eSSes for the women (if a woman
is to enter the lodge, she must wear
a long dress that covers her legs
past the knee and she must cover
her arms).
Due to the number of people
who had arrived for the sweat
lodge and due to the fact the lodge
only held about 25 people,
there were two sessions.
The first one was hotter and
therefore better suited for people
who had .experienced a sweat
before.
The second one was not quite
as hot and better suited for those
who were new.
I wimped out and went to the
second.
The first session had many
adult members of the family and
one or two of those from our
group.
It lasted for a little more than
an hour and the flap that covered
the 2'x 2' entrance was only
opened twice to release the heat once to get in and once to leave.
The first sweat must have been

prePares you for the big garne.

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M •• 11:15 A.M. & 8 P.. M.
MASS & EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
OFFIC~: 251-3260

was time to start. A wave of
wet heat covered us like lowering
We gathered our towels and
fog. This first wave felt good
blankets to cover our bare legs.
......and it completely warmed my
We walked the 30 feet from the body.
A second followed, then a third,
house, around the shed to the
sweat lodge and gathered arouod
a fourth and a fifth.
The heat was intense. I had to
the large fire that was built next to
the lodge to heat the rocks.
cover my mquth with a towel so I
Leith said a few words which
could breath easier. The humid
were not very audible to me
heat made the air thick and
because my teeth were chattering
.di!ficult to inha1e.
from the frigid temperatures as we . Drums were pounded by
waited to enter the lodge.
various members of the group,
while othei'S were singing and
We said a prayer and threW a
bit of tobacco into the fire, placed
chanting. As the last ladle was
poured, even the toughest of us
our blankets on a nearby table and
removed our shoes by the entrance. voiced our difficulty in
Next, we walked a couple of
withstanding the heat. The word
steps in the snow, barefoot, and
"hawah1" was spoken frequently.
This is Ojibwe for "Wow!"
crawled into the sweat lodge.
Just as I thought I wasn't able
Once we sat down, made room
to take the heat much longer, the
'for others, we started to warm due
to accumulated body heat.
flap was opened. Relief.
Hot steam flowed out of the
Rocks had been heating in a
entrance and cool and delicious air
large fire for the last few hours between 50 and 60 stones
einbraced our sweat-covered
weighing between two and four
bodies.
lbs. each were shoveled into the pit
I was drenched, but had not felt.
of the lodge very quickly.
r.1yself sweating until that moment.
The dome-shaped room was
It was a clean sweat and I
soon Well heated, and then the flap didn't feel dirty : . . instead I felt
of canvas that covered the entrance cleansed.
was closed.
Leith was .handed another pail
The warmth of the orange and
of water, and the flap was again
closed. Here we go again, I
red-hot stones chased the chill
from my still-cold legs and feet.
thought.
Leith sat near the entrance and
The drtimming, singing and
chanting started again but soon
was handed a large pail of water
with a ladle.
stopped. This was the time we had
to pray for our family members
The room was almost
completely dark - I could see
and our friends.
silhouettes of the people around
Leith told us to keep our
prayers short and to the point. We
me and recognized a few of them
·were invited to pray ,to whatever
as school friends by their voices.
The dark, not environment of
1Jod m worshiped becay5C in the
the lodge is meant to emulate the
Native American's eyes all the
womb of the Earth - where all
Gods worshiped by evety<'religion
should feel safe and wann.
are the same, regardless of what
We've named them.
Leith began pouring water Op
the rocks.
If you did not believe in a God
A hush fell over the group as it
you did not have to pray ..:. only
intensely hot because the heat
builds rather quickly.

remain quiet so others would be
able to pray.
As the elder of the group, Leith
said his prayer first in his native
tongue- Dakota
As we went around the circle
clockwise, a few others prayed in
Dakota, one in Spanish, French,
Ojibwe, Chinese, Gennan and the
rest in English.
Al this moment, I did feel like
we had a gathering together of
cultures and beliefs.in peace.
The feeling was wonderful.
I said loudly" Matako Aye-AhSin," which means "All my
relations."
Most of us repeated this phrase
at the end of our prayer to say we
are thinking of our family and
friends or to remember .we are all
related because we are all children
of our Mother Earth.
I said it because I was thinking
of people for whom I care deeply.
The drums and singing stopped
and started, sometimes
overpowering the person praying.
One by one we all prayed for
our loved ofles - passionately for
those who are sick or have passed ·
on.

There were voices raised in
support for those who had prayers
for the sick or the deceased.
Those prayers tugged at my
heart and made me feel good
because the group came together in
support of each of the individual
members.
When the last person finished
his prayer, we individually exited
the lodge, soaking wet with sweat
We quickly put on our shoes,
blankets, and for some, shirts.
We were still heated from the
lodge and the cold lost its frigid
edge; We returned to the house,
feeling clean - physically, mentally
and spiritually.
I was tired, but more than that,
I felt great!
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Chumbawumba's music does h<:1,v~ a purpose
by Betsy Cahill
Music CRITIC
Music is an ample oullet for social and
political commentary.
Chumbawamba is one band that has

comJ)16tely exploited
popular music for this
purp:ise.

Composed of nine
crazy members,
Chumbawamba is a
band with a message
and the members
aren't shy about
getting it out.
LIL==-==

The group

members first started playing together in the

early '80s.
In 1986, they released their first fulllength album on their own record label,
Agit:Prop.

They released five more LPs on this
label until a lack of business knowledge .

forced the band to sign wilh the One Lillie
Indian label.

At One Little Indian, Chumbawamba
continued its reign as England's most
controversial band.
But in 1997 controversy forced the label
to let the band go. This was a perfect
opportunity for them to sign with a major
label.
In July of 1997 Chumbawamba signed
with EMI and rileased the single,
'Tubthumping," a song I'm sure most of
you are very familiar With.
Chumbawamba has an interesting history
that easily makes up for one annoying song.

They were so controversial at times that
albums were denied relea5e and banned in
many record stores:
Their album Jesus H. Christ was never
released because of copyright violations.
The album was full of ripped-off
choruses and was never printed due to
"publishers objections."
The cover on the album Anarchy showed
a picture of a baby being born. It was
deemed pornographic and banned from
many record stores in England.
In 1987, the band was already known as
a bunch of protesting troublemakers. The
election campaign of '87 was under way and
Chumbawamba was up to something.
. Under the assumed nai'ne The Middle,
the band auditioned to play at a convention
for the Liberal Party Campaign.
They got the gig and planned on telling
the politicians exactly what they thoughl
However, the day of the show their identity
was revealed and they weren't allowed to
play.
The band has not changed. The
Tubthumper CD was released in September
and is crammed full of commentary and
protest.
The disc is also filled with British slang.
Most people in the U.S. are not familiar with
these phrases and words. Therefore, a little
bit of research is required to fully understand
the meaning in some of the songs.
Everyone's favorite song,
"Tubthumping," is one example of this.
'Tubthumping" means shouting to
change the world (then having a drink to
celebrate). It amounts to being so drunk you
will do crazy things to fight for a cause.

rules themselves.
111e lyrics detail a persoo's drink list as
he is "pissing·the night away." This is
This song incorporates various styles. It
has an electronic begirining with a drum and
another .<jlai-rg phrase. "Pissing the night
away" translates to spending an evening
bass beat and the repetition of an eerie
getting drunk.
·
keyOOard part and muted brass. Then
•suddenly - out of nowhere - the song
The character in the song gets knocked
down and then gets up again. I think you can explodes into the chorus with strong threefill in the rest.
part hannonies and reeling guitars.
The sixth track, "One By One," is ,
'Tubthumping" is a catchy little tune that
dedicated to all workers who take on their
seems to consist of all chorus. It includes a
sample from the wonderful movie, "Brass.ed
bosses.
It begins with a hymn-like chorus with
Off"
It isn't musically brilliant, but that isn't
the accompaniment of an organ. The
what Chumbawamba is about.
opening lyrics are about Pontius Pilate
becoming leader of the union and his desire
Anyone who obtains a copy of the U.S.
release of Tubthumper will find that half the
to have a seat in the House of Lords.
The rest of the album includes songs lik1;!
liner notes have been censored.
"I Want More," a song about 'Tearoom
The missing liner notes include
England" where ''they' ll kick your face in so
explanations for each of the songs and
politelj" and "Creepy Crawling," about
various.quotes commenting on the subject
creeps, or people who steal from those who
matter.
The·second single, "Amnesia," was just
can least afford it.
Most of the songs on Tubthumper are
released last week.
variations of electronic beats mixed with
It is a song about democracy - the firmly
anarchist Chumbawamba members sing of · occasional acapella choruses, hymns and a
reaching for glued-down pennies and longfull brass section.
Topics cover everything from racism to
term memory lost.
The liner notes for this song include the
homelessness and feminism to anarchism
and there are an enormous number of
quote, "Democracy is two wolves and a
sheep voting on lunch," from Anon, a British samples from movies and television
programs, which make for interesting and
magazine.
"The Good Ship Lifestyle" is the fifth
humorous .additions.
track on the album.
I would expect Chumbawamba to get a
'.'Lifestyling," according to
little more crazy. They now have a much
Chumbawamba, is the "practice of wrapping bigger audience and they are making
numerous television and radio appearances.
-yourself in a blinkered, self-perfecting,
In the future, I expect that they will take
ideologically-sound cocoon."
L!festylers make judgments on how other advantage of these opportunities to become
even more outspoken.
people should live, but do not keep these

s ace could be ours ......
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES
1-4 bdmi. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $20/$35garages .

1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
quiet building. 12-month lease only.
Call 240-9483.
2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer/fall. Call 251-8941.
. $$$$$EFFICIENCIES:
$200 summer, $275 fall. Off-street

parking, $15. Call 259-4841.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES

to share huge double room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255-1274.
2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestview apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$185/mo. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. Free

reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-in closets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bdnn. 253-1154,
Select Prop.
OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdnns. Near Hockey Center. 4bdmi. spltt units with two full baths.
OW, micros., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-11 54.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrrn. apts in 8-plex.
Private off-street parking. Laundry,
heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

Classifieds

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
close to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 2518284, or251-9418.

Policies: .

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
edition.
• Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone wtless an account has been
established with the University Chronicle.
STATEVIEW
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
4-bdnn. units on campus. 2
showers, OW, micros., security. door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
Heat paid. 253-1154.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
ROOMS FOR WOMEN
PRIVATE ROOM
for female in 4-bdnn. apt., heat pd.,
OW, campus close, quiet and clean.
251-6005.

close to campus.

Utilities pd.

~vn!~~~o~~~i~=~~s~~=:~~~=

252-6153, leave a message.
1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT' 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.

3-B DRM. HOUSE
on N. side of St.Cloud. 1 bath. No
smoking.
Newly
remodeled.
$750/mo. Avail. Immediately 2552082.

HOUSING
5th Ave. across from campus. On~
$235/mo. Free parking, live with· 3
males for spring quarter. Call
A.S.A..P., for more info. 253-1457.

"THE CASTLE"
1-bdnn. and 4-bdrrn. apts. Quality
living. Dan251-1925.

WANTED
2 roommates for "98-·99. Smokers
preferred. Across from campus. For
more info. call 240-9168, Steph or
Lisa.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

NOW RENTING FOR THE "98-'99
school
year.
251-1814 or
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdnn. on SE side. French
balconies, on bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

"98 • ·99 SCHOOL YEAR
houses, apt. building. 44 campus
locations. Dan 251-1925.

EFFICIENCIES
with hardwood floors, and Murphy
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.

COLLEGIATEVIEW APTS.
2-bdnn. apts. near NHC. $460 $480/10mo. leases. Electric heat.
Dan 251-1925.

CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdnns. with 2 full baths.
Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdm,. $405. 1-bdmi. widen or 2bdmi. sm. $425. 2-bdmi. reg. $445.
2-bdmi. lg. or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.
HOUSES

710 APTS.
2-bdm,. and 3-bdmi. apts. 3 blks. w.
of NHC. Electric heat. Dan 2511925.

AVAILABLE 311
efficiency with pliyate bath. On
5th Ave. 253-1 15-4.

2, 4-BDRM. APTS.
several locations. Call 259-9283,
Courtier Prop.

MIF TO SHARE HOME

own bdmi. 1 : : !.~ untry Living
$200 includes utilities. 529-0544.

UNIVERSITY SQUARE II
4-bdnn. apts. Avail. now. OW, NC,
mi9rQS., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 - $210/mo., plus
par1<ing. Call SM & M, 253-1100.

FOR RENT
upstairs room with bath, 2nd floor
cooking area., reasonable. May do
housekeeping and child-care to
reduce rent, 252-8645.

SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual
leases, $2001$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.

SUB-LEASERS NEEDED
2, 3 or 4 peopk! needed to fill
townhome unit immediately. Call
Brian 656-9221.

IVY APTS.
4-bdnn. apts., OW, micro., security
and basic cable Included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop.

2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., OW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, CourTier Prop.

BEACHWOOD APTS.
4-BDRM. APTS.
1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's and ·$195/ 10 mo. lease, $175/ 12 mo.
D.T. 10- or 12-mo. leases. Dan 251- lease. Heat and basic cable
1925.
included. 259-9673, CourTier Prop.
MALE TO SHARE

SUB-LEASER NEEDED A.S.A.P.
house 2 blks. from campus. Free
utllities, parking and laundry. Call
Kristi at 654-8594.

BENTONWOOD
SE location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2bdnn. apts. 10- or _12-mo. leases, on
bus line. Dan 251-1925.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also f and 2-bdnn. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, or 251·9418.

4-bdmi. apt Heat pd., private room,
~;_scsu, ow, new carpet. 251·

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the web scsuhousing.com. Campus
Management

3-BDRM. HOUSE
no smoking. 1 bath, full basement.
New carpet. Near Halenbeck. 4th
bdrm.
under
construction.
$1,100/mo.
255-2082. Avail.
Immediately.

PRIVATE ROOMS?
we have several vacancies for men
1-BDRM. EFFICIENCY
and women in 4-bdnn. apts. and near SCSU. $325/mo. includes all
house, OW, micro., close to SCSU, utilities. Call 249-2222, leave
EPM 251-6005.
· message.

SPRING SUB-LEASER
close to campus. Garage avail.,
cheap. Call Kristy at 253-2979.

i\-1ond aJ,'. J ::i nu a Q ' 19, 1998

ROOMS NEAR SCSU AND
DOWNTOWN
$200 to $250/mo., includes all
utilities. Call 249-2222, leave
message.
MALE OR FEMALE
roorMJate wanted for house near
downtown. lnclUdes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living .room,
satelltte TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
241).6988.

TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdml.", many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-11 54,
Select Properties.

APTS. ROOMS AND
EFFICIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents it all! 253-1154, Select Prop.

3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking.
And much more. 253- 1154, Select
Properties.
1-BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 91110. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.
Call 654-1854.

BEST SUBLEASER ON 5TH AVE.
immediate opening, male, usually
$225/mo. Now $179/mo. lhru May.
Private room in 2-bath apt. Heat and
elec. included. Quiet well-managed
building, individual lease, low
deposit. 259-9434.
RAVINEAPTS
Fall 1998, 253-7 116.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.

FOR RENT:
newly remodeled 6-bdnn. house 1
block from campus. Lots of parking.
Laundry. References needed.
Female preferred. Call Mari< 612949-2146.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
North~m Mgmt. 654-8300.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1998 best choice. Across from
SCSU. Attractive, clean, quiet,
smoke-free, well-cared for building
with classic design. New unit and
common area carpet. Practical price
and more perks like sundecks,
whirlpool, spa, OW and micro. Call
240-0234, to take a look.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bus 7lne:--Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
PRAIRIE HOME
2-bdnn. Large rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
WINDSOR WEST
4-bdnn. Units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heal
paid. 253-1154.
4-BDRM.APT.
avail. Oct. 1 or earliest. Located on
N. 3rd St. Close to Crossroads
Shopping Center, on bus line.
$600/mo. Call 259-1500 Jon.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdnn units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

Notices
SCHOLARSHIP!!!
now accepting applications for three
$100, Douglas Jirik Memorial
scholarships. Pre-business or
business majors. Can pick up
applications in Business Building
main offices.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
SUPPORT GROUP
held every Wed. from 11 a.m. - 12
p.m. in Stewart Hall, Rm. 103. We
welcome all new non-traditional
students.
PARENT SUPPORT GROUP!
married and single parents
welcome. Meetings held Fridays in
Stewart Hall 103 from 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Call Counseling Center for
questions 255-3171.
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For Sale

ACAPULCO SPRING BREAK
with Bianchi-Rossi Tours! Packages

'70'S GAL BASS GUITAR
natural finish, very rare, $250/b.o.
654-6308.

from $425.90. Party Extravaganza
includes: FREE cover, FREE drinks,
VIP service, & more. Call for info.
320-654-8998 or 1 800-875-4525.
www.bianchi-rqssi.com.

CANON STARWRITER WORD
PROCESSOR
bubble jet printer, ciip art, good
condition. Only $150 or b/o. Call
Jessica 654-8594.
31" SONY TRINITRON TV
like new. Pd. $1,200, sell for $700.
Call Barry at 253-7848.

Attention
TYPING
fast, accurate, and professional.
240-2355.
RESUME SERVICE
· student packages. 240-2355.
-ACTNOWII
LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE
YOUR SPOT FOR filcBllil)_
BREAK 1 GROUP DISCOUNTS
FOR 6 OR MORE. CALL LEISURE
TOURS FOR SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA
AND
FLORIDA.
1·800-838-8203 /
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
SHOPPING AT INNER PEACE
BOOKS
is like a treasure hunt Find tarot
cards, crystal, unique jewelry,

fascinating books and more. 6 blks.
W. of Crossroads Shopping Center
in white house just past Burger
lime. 320-253-1817.

SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN
·don't miss out on the HOTTEST
destination in Mexico. Airfare, 7
nights hotel, transfers, FREE drinks,
15 FREE meals, parties. For FREE
brochure

1-800-395-4896

PARKING SPACE
I'm looking to. rent a parking space
near the intersection of 5th Ave. S.
and 10th St. I would like something

off-street, preferably a garage. Call
Sarah at 654-0885.

·

SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1.-800-3664786. http://www.mazexp.com

(www.collegetours.com)
FREE CASH GRANT!
college. Scholarships.· Business.
Medical bi!ls. Never repay. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 ext. G-3883.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

Employment
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 ·by earning a whopping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-932·
0528 X 65. QualITied callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

now hiring part-time bus drivers.
Hrs. 6:45 • 8:30 a.m. and 2 • 4:15
p.m. No experience necessary. Paid
training. $8.50 • $10.50/ hr. Call
Spanier Bus Service 251-3313 for
more info.

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·

NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on Nationwide Professional Families.
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard Top salaries. Benefits. One Year
Headquarters and all other 'commitment! Nannies Elite .. Gall
students, $5. All other weekdays, Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
·
$6.
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WANTED:
fun-loving, respo[)Sible individuals
interested ~n spending 6 wks. in the
north woods working with children.
Counselor and activities instructors
positions avail. For more info.,
contact TAMAHAY CAMP FOR
GIRLS, Akeley, MN 218-652-3033.
SPRING BREA't< ·gs
Jree food arid drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Call
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
ZAMBONI DRIVER
the National Hockey Center is
looking for experienced student
Zamboni drivers. Please call Joe at
the NHC, to find out more info. 255-

3327.

.

EARN $750 · $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
fund-raiser on yot1r campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for information today. Call 1800-323-8454 x95.
$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
part-time.At home. Toll Free 1·800218-9000
Ext. T-3883 for
listings.PART-TIME CARETAKER
light
maintenance.
Campus
Management, 251-1814 ask for Jeff.
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
TIME?
earn $500 to $1000 from home this
mo. wortong 1 hrlday. can 2590248.

500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!
NY, PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Teonis, roller-hockey,
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
baseb<\11, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
518-433-8033.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
.
the infinitely immoral Biblical Jesus
will infinitely torture his own children
in infinite hell rr they do not believe
Christianity. Infinite persecution and
infinite terrorism on the basis of
belief subverts morality, integrity,
reason, reciprocity, individualism,
maturity, freedom, freedom of
religion, responsibility, creativity and
excellence.
It
is
infinite
totalitarianism. The mental hospitals
and prisons are full of inmates who
believe in hell. To believe in hell is to
be in hell. Terrorizing people with
!hi-eats of infinite torture makes
people worse, not better. Those who
threaten others with infinite torture
are terrorists (e.g. clergy). Fight
terrorism.
Question
religion.
Atheism is true. Christians are
terrorized slaves.

God loves the people of
!hi~ world so very much that he gave
me, his oo~ son, so that all those for
whom I am the way shall have
eternal life and shall never die.
-Jesus of Nazareth

Schedule of Events
January 22, 1998

9 a.m.• Rocking the Boat:
A History of Local Pro-choice Efforts

10 a.m.- Reproductive Health Services for Women:
The Where, Why and How

"'

a.m.~ The Political Backlash Against Abortion
Providers
(Morning presentations will be held in the South Voyageur Room, Atwood Memorial
Center)

1 p.m.- A Readers Theatre:
7be Voices of Women, Aborlion: In Their Own Words
Atwood Quarry
.

2 p.m.-4:15 p.m.- Atwood Little Theatre:
Film Series- this documentary trilogy was written and directed' by Dorothy
Fadiman, Academy Award Nominee and winner of the Gold Medal from the
Corporation of Public Broadcasting.
• When ,Abortion was illegal: Untold Stories
• From Danger to Dignity: The Fight for Safe Abortion
•The Fragile Promise of Choice: Abortion in the U.S. Today
If you need help to make it possible for ;ou to fully par1_icipate in these events ( wheelchair access,
inte,preter, assisted bearing etc.) such a5:commodalions can be made available upon advance request
by contacting the Women's CenteT at (320) 255-4958 or 77Y 1-800-627-3529.
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